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Aldelo Systems Inc. Certifies CognitiveTPG’s A798/A799 Receipt Printers 

LINCOLNSHIRE, IL – April 18, 2012 –  CognitiveTPG, leading provider of on-demand 
barcode and transaction printers, is pleased to announce that its A799 and A798 receipt 
printers are now certified to work with Aldelo’s POS software.     

The Aldelo For Restaurants software suite is a proven solution for thousand of 

restaurants and quick service operations around the world, offering software that 
enhances the customer operation and has an intuitive design.  Aldelo’s products are 
based on an open architecture, allowing the customer choices when it comes to 

hardware selection. 
 

“Having our printers certified with Aldelo’s software opens up opportunities for our value 
added resellers and gives Aldelo’s customers the opportunity to look at CognitiveTPG 

A799 and A798 printers as a reliable printing solution.  We are thrilled to have our 
printers certified with one of the leading hospitality software companies,” said Kevin 
O’Donnell, Director of Channel Sales for CognitiveTPG.   

 
The CognitiveTPG A799 & A798 printers are the only single station printers with an all-

metal mechanism and steel frame that extends component life.  It also offers an 
exclusive self-sharpening ceramic knife for extreme reliability, and its backward-
compatibility to legacy and competitor models makes it easy to implement.   

“The CognitiveTPG A799 and A798 printers passed our evaluation and testing.  We look 
for printers that are functional and compatible with our software.  They also need to be 
easy to set up and install.  We go a step further and verify that the manufacturer offers 

reasonable warranty service and customer service.  The A799 and A798 printers met our 
requirements“ said Harry Tu, President of Aldelo. 

About Aldelo 

Aldelo, LP. develops software solutions for the hospitality industry and is a leading provider of 

point of sale and management systems for independent and chain establishments, including 

restaurants and food and beverage operations in hotels, resorts, and clubs.  Aldelo has over 

75,000 installations in 15 countries and manages a worldwide distribution network of more than 

400 dealers, which enforces the company's international position.  The Aldelo® For Restaurants 

and XERA POS software suites offer a complete set of solutions to effectively manage restaurants 

of any size, earning a reputation for innovation and excellence by meeting and exceeding the 

needs of its customers.  To learn more about Aldelo, LP., visit www.aldelo.com. 

 

About CognitiveTPG 

CognitiveTPG is a leading provider of on-demand barcode and transaction printers to the retail, 

healthcare, manufacturing, service, and financial sectors worldwide. For over 35 years, 

CognitiveTPG has provided its customers with compact, economical, and ultra-reliable printing 

solutions that offer significant returns on investment. Visit www.CognitiveTPG.com. 
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